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Abstract
The demand for high-quality freshwater is increasing due to global population growth,
intensifying agricultural practices and expanding industrial development. Additionally, many
global regions have low levels of rainfall which makes them arid and incapable of supporting
large human populations or agriculture. Currently, large quantities of fossil fuels are used to
generate the power needed to drive energy intensive desalination processes that deliver highquality freshwater to many of these regions. However, the use of fossil fuels has led to high
greenhouse gas emissions, environmental degradation and global warming. Solar-thermal
desalination is a low-cost, sustainable and eco-friendly strategy for producing high-quality
freshwater without using energy derived from fossil fuels. However, in spite of recent
developments to advance solar-thermal desalination, the most effective strategies for
achieving higher performance levels still remains elusive. To tackle this problem, the present
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article reviews several solar-thermal still configurations, including materials, system design
parameters, influencing factors and operational parameters. Moreover, recent material
advances in plasmonic nanoparticle-based volumetric systems, nanomaterial enhanced phase
change materials and interfacial solar evaporators are discussed. These new material
advances can have the potential to significantly improve the conversion of light-to-heat,
enhance vapor generation and promote greater water production rates.
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1. Introduction
The demand for high quality water to supply an ever-growing global population and the decline
of existing high quality water sources are creating serious challenges for humanity [1]. Furthermore,
increasing global temperatures, growing green-house gas emissions and diminishing natural
resources are also contributing to these global challenges [2]. Moreover, current agricultural
practices involved in food production depend heavily on natural resources, ecosystems and water
resources that are currently under stress, and in many parts of the world are in decline [3].
Additionally, increasing human urbanization, mining and industrialization have also contributed to
the demand for high quality water. Because of these challenges and the need to limit global
temperature rises (up to 2 °C with respect to pre-industrial levels) [4], international collaborative
efforts are focusing on developing sustainable technologies for reducing global warming and
producing alternative sources of high quality water. Crucially, finding new sources of high quality
water is of particular importance, since current estimates indicate that around two thirds of the
global population will lack sufficient quantities of high quality water by 2025 [5]. This situation is
further exacerbated with many of these populations being located in hot and arid countries, or in
countries where available water supplies cannot be used for drinking or farming due to salinity. Thus,
global efforts have focused on strategies that can deliver high quality water sources to meet the
needs of a predicted global population of 12.3 billion in 2100 [6, 7]. Current estimates indicate the
annual global demand for water is increasing by 2%, and consumption is expected to reach 6,900
Billion m3 in 2030 [8]. Unfortunately, the Earth’s natural water cycle of 4,200 Billion m3 per year
cannot meet this demand [9]. Thus, creating a shortfall of 2700 Billion m3. Currently, this shortfall is
alleviated by the use of high-energy consuming desalination plants. Thus, establishing the close
interdependent relationship between water and energy. Since the energy is needed to collect,
desalinate and distribute water to end-users. At present there are around 18,000 desalination
plants located in 150 countries producing over 38 billion m3 per year. Importantly, current estimates
indicate this output will increase to around 54 billion m3 in 2030 [10].
The power needed to drive these energy-intensive desalination processes is derived from fossil
fuels. Current estimates indicate that around 10,000 tons of oil are used annually to generate 1000
m3 of desalinated water each day [11]. Typical desalination processes include: 1) multi-stage flash
(MSF); 2) multi-effect distillation (MED); 3) vapor compression (VC); 4) reverse osmosis (RO), and 5)
electro-dialysis (ED) [12, 13]. Besides producing high quality drinking water, desalination plants are
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currently discharging about 76 million tons of CO2 into the atmosphere each year. With current
modelling predicting this discharge increasing to 218 million tons of CO2 per year by 2040 [14].
Moreover, brine discharges from desalination plants pollutes the marine environment and
threatens aquatic life [15]. Because of the discharge of harmful by-products into the environment,
recent research efforts have focused on alternative desalination processes capable of producing
high quality water [16]. Thus, using renewable solar thermal energy offers an alternative long-term
and sustainable desalination process for producing high quality water [17]. Moreover, most of the
countries in need of new sources of high quality water are also located in global regions were large
amounts of solar radiation are received annually. Crucially, studies have shown that around 1.8 x
1014 kW of solar energy reach the Earth annually. With about 60% reaching the Earth’s surface and
the remaining 40% being reflected back into space by the atmosphere [18, 19]. In fact, the hourly
rate of solar radiation striking the Earth’s surface is greater than the annual global consumption of
energy produced from fossil fuels [20-22]. Thus, making solar radiation the largest source of
sustainable and renewable energy. It is also the largest source of renewable energy which is
collected, concentrated and transformed into other forms of usable energy. Therefore, harvesting
solar thermal energy is considered a sustainable alternative to current fossil fuel-based and highenergy consuming desalination processes for converting saline water into high quality drinkable
water [2, 23].
The present article is composed of three parts, with each part reviewing and discussing a specific
aspect of solar thermal still design. The first part reviews the literature in the field and summarizes
the variety of designs and configurations developed in recent years. The second part reviews the
operating principles of solar stills, and recent research efforts to improve their efficiency and
throughput. While the third part summarizes recent nanotechnology-based approaches for creating
smart materials for integration into solar thermal applications. In particular, the use of nanometer
scale materials in two new strategies, namely nanoparticle-enhanced vapor generation (volumetric)
and floating solar receivers for increased vapor generation. Significantly, these two new strategies
are capable of increasing solar to thermal energy conversion rates under the irradiance of one sun.
2. Direct Desalination Using Solar Stills

2.1 Solar Still Concept
The energy-intensive desalination processes mentioned above use very large amounts of energy
derived from fossil fuels [24]. Alternatively, solar thermal desalination offers the advantages of
simple design, construction, and low maintenance costs. Importantly, solar thermal desalination
processes are eco-friendly and do not produce harmful greenhouse gas emissions [25]. At present,
desalination using solar energy is accomplished by utilizing solar ponds, solar thermal collectors and
solar photovoltaic/membrane systems [26-28]. The most direct and simplest technology for
desalination uses solar thermal stills, where the conversion of solar energy to heat and the
production of high quality water are achieved in the same equipment. The operation of a solar
thermal still is straightforward. It typically consists of a basin is filled with saline water to a specific
depth. The inner surfaces of the basin are blackened by a surface coating such as paint for absorbing
the radiation. The basin is covered by an inclined transparent glass covering that promotes the
transmission of solar energy. When the solar radiation enters the still it gets absorbed by the saline
water and the basin coating. And with time, the water temperature and vapor pressure increase
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and as a result, the rising water vapor condenses on the underside surface of the inclined glass
covering as seen in Figure 1. The condensed water then flows downwards along the glass covering
towards a trough fitted along the entire length of the covering [29, 30]. The collected water is a
distilled solution, free of impurities and is suitable for drinking [31]. Thus, solar thermal stills directly
produce high quality water without the need for energy derived from fossil fuels. On the other hand,
water vaporization is a surface phenomenon and only water molecules present at the air-water
interface can be evaporated into the vapor phase [32, 33]. In addition to the vapor being produced,
there are also heat losses resulting from energy being transferred to the water volume below the
air-water interface that are not involved in the evaporation process. These undesirable heat losses
lead to low water basin temperatures, low water production rates, and lower system performance
efficiencies. However, the advantages using solar thermal stills are: 1) their ability to produce
several liters of high quality water per square meter per day; 2) they can be easily designed,
fabricated and operated; 3) they don’t need external energy to operate; 4) they don’t generate
harmful greenhouses gases; 5) initial investment costs are lower than other desalination
technologies [14]; 6) they have working efficiencies ranging from 30 to 60% for operational periods
as long as 20 years, and 7) compared to other desalination technologies, solar thermal stills are
more economically viable for supplying high quality water to individual households and small
communities [34-36]. In spite of these advantages, solar thermal stills are not widespread due to
their relatively low water output compared to other desalination technologies. And as a result,
recent research has focused on improving solar thermal still productivity [27, 37-39].

Figure 1 Concept of a typical passive solar still.

2.2 Types of Solar Stills
Research into developing methods for direct solar thermal desalination are broadly classified into
two groups, namely single effect and multi-effect. Both groups can be further categorized into two
sub-groups (passive or active) depending on the heat source used to evaporate the water within the
still. Passive solar thermal stills are specifically designed to use only solar energy to generate internal
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heat within the still to drive the evaporation process. While active solar thermal stills not only use
solar energy, but also use heat generated from external systems such as solar ponds, solar collectors
and waste heat from nearby industries. The original solar thermal still design, as seen in Figure 1, is
a passive single-effect system. During its operation water in the basin is heated by absorbing solar
energy and evaporates. The resulting water vapor condenses on the underside of the transparent
glazing. During this process large amounts of heat is lost from the still via the glazing. This heat loss
limits the solar stills efficiency to between 30 and 40%, while limiting its water production rate to
around 6l/m2/day [40]. Because of the low efficiencies and low water productivities normally
associated with the original solar still, recent research has focused on improving the original design
and developing new types of stills [28, 41, 42]. The following section summarizes the development
of various types of solar thermal stills designed to increase evaporation and condensation rates.
Figure 2 presents a schematic representation of four solar thermal still designs that have been
developed. While Table 1 at the end of this section presents a selection of performances for a variety
of solar still configurations.

Figure 2 A schematic representation of (a) passive single effect solar still, (b) active single
effect solar still coupled to a collector in the natural circulation mode, (c) passive multi
effect solar still, and (d) active multi effect solar still coupled to a collector in the forced
circulation mode.
2.2.1 Single-effect Solar Thermal Stills
2.2.1.1 Passive Systems. In terms of passive systems, several types of single-effect solar thermal
stills have evolved over the years. Basin stills have evolved from the original solar thermal still
concept [41]. In this configuration saline water is contained in a basin which is enclosed within an
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airtight still structure, see Figure 2 (a) and (c). Typically, in this type of design, a sloped transparent
cover made of glass or plastic permits the transmission of solar irradiation. The entering solar
radiation not only heats the water in the basin, but also heats the air above the water surface. As
heating continues, water evaporates and saturates the air contained within the still. The resulting
temperature difference between the cover and water surface generates circulating air currents. On
meeting the cooler cover, the saturated air is cooled and pure water droplets condense on the cover.
And due to gravity, the formed water droplets run down the cover and are collected by a channel
that diverts the accumulating water to a storage tank. Studies into increasing basin still productivity
has resulted in improvements of the basic design structure, using new materials and optimizing
system parameters.
Several studies have examined using plastic covers instead of glass covers to enhance solar
irradiation transmission [43]. Similarly, other studies have investigated the performance of several
cover shapes like flat, hemispherical, partial spherical and bi-layer semi-spherical [44, 45]. Studies
have also examined the slope of flat covers, with the slope being selected for maximum solar
irradiation capture and optimal water production for the specific latitude location of the still [46]. A
numbers of studies have also evaluated solar thermal still designs with cooling water flowing over
their covers to increase their efficiency [47]. For example, study by Arun Kumar et al. has reported
that cover cooling can increased still efficiency from 34 to 42% [44]. Interestingly, a comparative
study between single and double basin solar stills with sloping flat covers discovered that single
basins performed better in colder climates and double basins performed better in warm climates
[48].
Studies have also shown the inclusion of internal and external reflectors, which are designed to
introduce more solar radiation into the solar still, can significantly improve its performance. For
instance, a study by Monowe et al. found that a portable thermal-electrical solar still fitted with an
external reflector and an outside condenser could reach operational efficiencies of around 77% [49].
Similarly, Tanaka’s group found the daily water productivity of a basin type still fitted with internal
and external reflectors could be increased by around 70% [50]. Alternatively, the incorporation of
fins and corrugations into basin floors have been found to improve performance. For example,
compared to a conventional single slope basin still, under the same climate conditions, the
performance of the same still fitted with either fins or corrugations showed productivity
improvements of around 40% and 21% respectively [51].
Another enhancement feature that has been investigated for incorporation into the basin
structure is heat storage materials. The advantage of these materials arises after sunset, when heat
is released into the still to maintain the water evaporation cycle. Importantly, night time
temperatures are lower, so there are greater temperature differences between the cover and basin.
For instance, the incorporation of black granite gravel was found to increase productivity by around
17 to 20% when compared to a still without gravel [52]. Researchers have also found evaporation
rates can be significantly increased by incorporating floating absorbers combined with wick
materials to the basin water [53, 54]. For instance, the incorporation of sponge cubes in basin water
were not only found to increase evaporation rates, but also increased still productivity up to 273%
when compared to a similar still without sponge cubes and operating under the same conditions
[55].
Wick-based solar thermal stills are another passive method for generating high quality water
from saline sources. The difference between a wick-based solar stills and basin stills is that saline
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water slowly flows through a thin porous material, commonly called the wick. During day light hours
the porous wick is always wet due to capillary action. Importantly, the lower heat capacity of the
water contained within the wick means there is less time for evaporation to take place [56]. Thus,
efficiency levels are typically between 16 and 50% greater than traditional basin solar stills [57]. This
enhancement in efficiency results from two important parameters not present in traditional basin
solar thermal stills. The first parameter is the slope of the wick, which can be orientated to reduce
reflection and present the largest possible surface area to the incoming solar irradiation. The second
parameter is the smaller amount of water present in the porous wick, which heats up more rapidly
to produce greater evaporation rates. However, unlike basin stills that store heat in the basin water,
wick-based stills have lower efficiencies under lower solar irradiation levels. In spite of this
disadvantage, of wick-based stills have attracted considerable research interest over the years [58].
In particular, a wide variety of wick materials like wool, nylon, jute cloth, coir-mate, charcoal cloth,
sponges and cotton cloth have also been extensively studied [59-62]. In addition, a wide range of
wick-based solar thermal stills that include: 1) wick-based basins [59, 63, 64]; 2) finned basin and
wick [65]; 3) floating wick types [60, 66-68]; 4) multi-wick configurations [61, 69-72], and 5) wickbased types with reflectors [73, 74] have all been studied and evaluated.
Another method for improving heat and mass transfers within a solar thermal still is to
incorporate a series of stepped and cascading weirs. The stepped-weirs, with shallow water depths,
are designed to increase the surface area of water exposed to solar irradiation and promote greater
evaporation rates [37]. Several studies have investigated the heat storage capacity, energy
efficiencies and water production rates of several types of inclined stepped-weir-based solar
thermal stills. For instance, Tabrizi et al. have studied the performance of a single basin solar still
containing 15 steps. Each step had a weir height of 5mm and a length of 59 cm. Their study found
the thermal efficiency of the still was directly related to the residence time of the saline water in
the weirs and the amount of solar irradiation received [75]. In a similar study, Halimeh et al. were
able to establish that still efficiency was directly proportional to the amount of solar irradiation
received and the saline water inlet temperature [76]. While experimental and theoretical studies of
a stepped-weir solar thermal still by Sadineni et al. found water production levels were around 20%
higher when compared to a basin solar still operating under similar conditions [77].
Studies have also evaluated the performance of solar thermal stills with unconventional shapes
and configurations. Traditionally, the conventional solar thermal still has a rectangular floor plan
and trapezoidal side elevation. But recent research has focused on alternative design configurations
like triangular, pyramid, spherical and tubular [78]. Triangular and pyramidal configurations have
been studied using both mathematical modelling techniques and experimental methods [79]. Both
experimental and parametric analysis of triangular and pyramidal solar thermal stills have revealed
their efficiencies are influenced by decreasing water depths, changing the orientation of the still,
varying glass cover slope and by variations in climatic factors like decreasing solar irradiation,
increasing cloud cover and increasing wind speed [80-82]. Above all, climatic factors have a direct
effect on the performance of a solar thermal still [83]. For example, a study by Ravishankar et al.
that investigated the performance of a triangular shaped pyramid still found the optimal
productivity was achieved when water levels were minimal and wind speeds were typically around
4.5m/s [84]. In a similar study, Ahsan et al. found the efficiency of a triangular shaped still was
inversely proportional to its water depth and almost proportional to the amount of solar radiation
it received [80]. Furthermore, the performance of both triangular and pyramidal shaped solar stills
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are improved by incorporating devices such as reflective mirrors and fans. For example, a study by
Arunkumar et al. has found the incorporation of reflective mirrors into a pyramidal shaped solar still
can increase water production from 1.52 to 2.9 L/m2 per day [85]. Moreover, a study by Kianifar et
al. has found the inclusion of a circulating fan into a pyramidal shaped solar still increased the
evaporation rate and increased still efficiency by around 20% [86].
Hemispherical and spherical shaped solar thermal stills have the advantage of being able to
collect greater amounts of solar irradiation. Studies of hemispherical solar stills have shown the
water depth has an inverse effect on water productivity and thermal performances. For instance,
Ismail et al. has found when the saline water depth is increased by 50%, the thermal efficiency of
the still deceases by 8% [87]. However, some studies have shown the performance of hemispherical
shaped solar stills was similar to stepped-weir solar stills (fitted with condenser) and pyramidal
shaped solar stills with double or triple basins [88, 89]. On the other hand, a study by Panchal et al.
has found the performance of a hemispherical shaped solar still was superior to a single-inclined
glass covered single-basin still [90]. And a further study by Arunkumar et al. has shown flowing water
over a hemispherical shaped solar stills cover can increase its efficiency from 34% up to 42% [44].
Similarly, Dhiman et al. have studied a spherical shaped solar thermal still (fitted with a glass cover),
that contained a centrally located blackened metallic tray containing saline water. During operation,
the saline water brine depth was maintained by a continuous flow into and out of the tray.
Condensation occurs on the inner surface of the spherical glass cover. And because of its shape, the
condensed water droplets flow downwards to a collecting trough located at the bottom of the still.
The study found the spherical shaped still had an efficiency 30% greater than a conventional singlebasin still [91].
Unlike hemispherical and spherical shaped solar thermal stills, which are primarily designed to
maximize the capture of solar radiation, tubular shaped stills have a simplified design configuration
which makes them easier to fabricate. They consist of an outer transparent tubular cover
surrounding a centrally located blackened metallic tray that runs along the full length of the tube.
The depth of the saline water contained in the tray is maintained by a continuous flow of saline
water entering and leaving the tray. Condensation occurs on the inner surface of the cover. The
condensed water droplets then flow downwards to a collecting trough located at the bottom of the
tube. Experimental studies have shown the material used to make the transparent cover can
influence the performance of the still. For instance, covers made of polythene sheeting are lighter,
more durable and more easily fabricated into tubes when compared to vinyl chloride sheeting. And
studies have also revealed solar stills with vinyl chloride covers have lower productivity levels
compared to stills with polythene covers. The lower productivity levels are due to the immobility of
condensed water droplets on the vinyl chloride surfaces [92, 93]. Whereas, light-weight polythene
covers have been shown to improve the average cumulative condensation mass and in turn
improved water productivity [94].
Water diffusion is another method that has been investigated and evaluated for use in a solar
thermal still. In a simple water diffusion still, two vertical and parallel partitions separated by a small
air-filled gap are located close to a basin. Solar irradiation passes through the glass cover and
encounters the first partition. The first partition absorbs solar irradiation (hot partition) and
increases in temperature. When saline feed water flows over the heated partition, water vapor is
generated and diffuses across the air-filled gap. On arrival, the water vapor condenses on the front
surface of the second partition (cold partition). Importantly, the thickness of the air gap is kept small
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in order to suppress convective heat transfer between the two partitions. Once formed, water
droplets trickle downwards under the influence of gravity and are collected in a drainage trough
located at the lower end of the solar still [95, 96]. Generally, several hot and cold partition pairs are
combined in series to improve productivity. This type of configuration is known as a vertical multiple
effect diffusion still and schematic of this configuration is presented in Figure 3 (b).

Figure 3 A schematic representation of (a) Multiple-effect diffusion coupled with single
slope basin solar still (b) Distillation process inside the multiple-effect diffusion unit.
Further improvements in performance can be achieved by incorporating wick systems onto the
hot partition. Importantly, latent heat resulting from condensation on one partition is recovered
and assists in further evaporation from the wick system on the next partition [97]. Thus, the
repeating evaporation and condensation process significantly improves the overall performance of
the solar thermal still. In addition, several studies have also investigated combining multiple effect
diffusion stills with conventional basin type solar stills (Figure 3 (a)), flat plate collectors and hotpipe solar collectors to further improve performance and water productivity [98-100].
From another perspective, combining solar thermal stills with greenhouses creates a unique
approach for developing horticulture in arid locations where only saline water exists [101]. In the
greenhouse-based concept two different configurations have been investigated. The first
configuration consists of the solar thermal still being oriented and installed on the sun facing part
of the greenhouse roof [102]. While in the second configuration, the basin of the solar still is
horizontally oriented and located below the glass roof of the greenhouse [103]. In both cases solar
irradiation heats up saline water that was first pumped up to the basin. The heated saline water
evaporates, then condenses as pure water on the overhead glass covers and is finally collected. But
unlike a conventional solar thermal still arrangements where the bulk of the solar radiation is used
to heat water, in the greenhouse-based configuration, part of the energy is transmitted via
conduction, convection and radiation to horticultural crops and soil below the still. Importantly,
most of the available solar irradiation is absorbed by the solar still, which results in lower air
temperatures in the greenhouse. This leads to better climate control and reduces the amount of
ventilation needed to cool the greenhouse. This results in lower water consumption by crops and
promotes greater crop yields [103].
2.2.1.2 Active Systems. The most important features of solar stills are their technical simplicity,
low maintenance costs and their non-reliance on fuel fossils to operate. Unfortunately, the overall
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thermal performance and water productivity of solar thermal stills is relatively low [104]. However,
in recent years several proactive methods have been investigated in order to improve the thermal
performance and water productivity of conventional passive solar thermal stills [105]. These active
solar thermal still systems require additional components or equipment, which are integrated with
the still to improve overall system performance. The integration of fans, condensers and pumps,
along with components like flat plate solar collectors, pre-heated water from solar ponds and heat
exchanges have been evaluated in recent years [78]. Typically, the integration of ancillary
equipment also requires mechanical, electric and thermal energy inputs to operate them. Thus,
unlike the abovementioned passive solar thermal stills, active solar thermal stills require external
sources of energy like electricity to drive pumps, fans and instrumentation.
The incorporation of an external flat plate solar collector has been found to significantly increase
input water temperatures to a solar thermal still, which in turn leads to greater evaporation rates
and higher water production rates [106]. Figure 2 (b) and (d) presents typical solar thermal still with
external flat plate solar collectors. Interestingly, several studies have shown the optimum shape for
a passive solar still is rectangular. But in the case of active solar thermal stills this is not the case. A
study by Arslen’s group examined the performance of several different active solar still designs
incorporating a solar collector and found the circular solar still was far more efficient than a standard
rectangular box configuration [107]. The improved performance was credited to the lower heat
losses occurring from the smaller surface area resulting from the circular still design. Another
method of improving solar still performance is to boost solar irradiation capture with integrated
reflecting mirrors [39]. Furthermore, studies have also shown that sun-tracking systems can
significantly improve thermal performance by as much as 50% [108]. Typically, the incorporation of
flat plate solar collectors and reflecting mirrors significantly increase the evaporation rate and water
productivity of solar thermal still. Furthermore, Voropoulos et al. have shown the performance of a
solar thermal still can be further increased by the addition of an integrated solar collector field. Their
study found basin water heating continued throughout the day, and well into the night period. This
extended heating period lead to higher temperature differences and resulted in the still producing
twice as much fresh water when compared to the passive mode (no solar collectors) [109].
The performance of single basin solar thermal stills can be improved with the incorporation of
evacuated tube solar collectors [110]. These configurations can raise basin water temperatures
quickly and achieve thermal efficiencies of around 33.8% [111]. Alternatively, other studies have
looked at collecting solar irradiation over a large area and then focusing the irradiation onto a small
receiver area. This type of configuration significantly boosts the amount of energy that is available
for solar thermal desalination. For instance, Chaouchi et al. have designed a parabolic concentrator
with a small boiler located at its focus. The steam generated in the boiler is condensed via a heat
exchanger to produce pure water that collected in a trough located at the bottom of the unit [112].
Alternatively, Zeinab and Ashraf have studied the performance of a conventional rectangular solar
basin still fitted with a parabolic trough collector and heat exchanger. Solar irradiation was focused
by the parabolic reflector onto a centrally located oil carrying pipe. The circulating oil travels from
the collector to a heat exchanger located in the stills basin. The oil is cooled by the basin water
before cycling back to the collector. The heat from the circulating oil increases basin water
temperatures. Their study revealed the stills performance increased by 18% when compared to the
passive mode (no collector or oil circulation) [113]. Alternatively, other studies have not only
incorporated external solar collectors, but have also included heat absorbent materials or phase
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change materials (PCM) into the solar still design. For example, a study by Arunkumar et al.
incorporating a concentrator and a PCM increased still water production performance by 26% [114].
While a study by Farshad et al. reported a 12% increase in water production during the night period
when a sand-based heat reservoir was built-in to the basin [115].
Increasing basin water temperatures is a major factor in improving solar thermal still
performance. Therefore, pre-heating basin water from an alternative source is advantageous,
especially if waste heat can be recovered from nearby industries and power generation facilities.
Thus, installing a heat exchanger in the basin promotes greater heat transfer rates and leads to
greater evaporation rates [116]. To this end, several researchers have investigated a number of
methods for integrating a solar pond into a solar thermal still [117]. Both single basin and steppedweir solar stills have shown significant improvements in heat transfers and evaporation rates when
combined with solar ponds [118]. For example, a study by El-Sebaii et al. found the performance of
a single basin solar still increased when it was coupled to a shallow solar pond. With daily water
production increasing by 52.36% and the overall efficiency increasing by 43.80% when compared to
the still without the solar pond connected [119]. Alternative studies have also shown the
incorporation air heaters, external condensers, PCMs and water spraying arrangements can
increase still performance by as much as 70%. However, higher performances were only achieved
when air heaters were used in conjunction with thermal energy storage systems and water spraying
arrangements [120-122]. Furthermore, adding a separate condenser to a solar thermal still can
Increase its performance by around 30% [123]. The performance improvement resulted from
greater condensation rates generated by the condenser [124, 125].
2.2.2. Multiple-effect Solar Stills
Multiple-effect solar thermal stills have higher thermal efficiencies and superior water
production rates than single-effect solar stills. The increased water productivity arises from
continually reusing the latent heat of condensation to evaporate more water. For example, water
vapor generated from one basin can be condensed on the underside of a second basin, thus
releasing heat (latent heat of condensation) to help drive evaporation from the second basin, as
seen in Figure 2 (c). Thus, multiple-effect solar thermal stills are designed to overcome the low
thermal efficiencies and low water productivities that are seen with single-effect solar stills [42].
2.2.2.1 Passive Systems. Multiple-effect passive solar thermal stills have been extensively studied
for a number of years. During this period several types of still configurations like basin, diffusion,
stepped-weir and wick have been thoroughly studied. And each of these configurations have been
optimized to exploit the latent heat of condensation in one stage of the still to further evaporate
water in another stage. For instance, the integration of multiple-basins into a still can significantly
improve its thermal performance and productivity. Adding extra basins means larger amounts of
water, which equates to an increase in water heat capacity within the still. And the larger water
heat capacity translates to a greater utilization of the latent heat of condensation, which in turn
increases water productivity [126]. A number of studies have compared the performance of a
double-basin still with a single-basin still and found the double-basin still consistently outperformed
the single-basin. In the double-basin configuration, the lower basin was found to be more
productive than the upper basin, while the overall heat loss from the lower basin was reduced by
the upper basin [126, 127]. While a study by Sebaii et al. found the water productivity of a triplePage 11/48
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basin still was inversely proportional to the amount of water mass in each basin, and the water
productivity of a triple-basin still was greater than either a single-basin or a double-basin still [128].
Furthermore, a modelling study by Sangeeta et al. has found the maximum number of basins for
optimum performance in an inverted absorber-type solar still was seven [129]. While a numerical
study by Madhlopa et al. has found the inclusion of a separator to a multiple-basin still could
improve water productivity by 62% [130].
Alternative studies have also examined the influence of the glass cover slope (inclination angle)
and the effect of flowing water over the glass cover. For instance, the optimal glass cover slope was
reported to be 23° for a multiple-effect solar thermal still located at Muscat, Oman (latitude angle
23.61°) [127]. While the influence of water flowing over an inclined glass cover, above a doublebasin solar still, was found to lower the glass surface temperature [131]. Crucially, the reduced
temperature promoted both condensation and air circulation within the still. With the increased air
circulation increasing the evaporation rate of both basins [132]. While other reports investigating
multiple-basin stills have also studied the influence of basin water levels, the inclusion of energy
storage materials and materials used to fabricate the solar still [43, 133]. For instance, a study by
Rajaseenivasan et al. examined the influence of water depths, wick materials and energy storage
materials. Their study found lower basin water levels and the use of energy storage materials
improved productivity by 169.2% when compared to stills with higher water levels and no energy
storage materials [134].
Another passive system is the multiple-effect diffusion-based solar thermal still, as shown in
Figure 3 (a). The main part of this still is a series of plates arranged parallel to each other with a
small air gap between each plate, as seen in Figure 3 (b). Diffusion-based stills are classified by their
respective plate orientation, which can include horizontal, inclined and vertical. The interest in
multiple-effect diffusion-based stills stems from their higher water production rates when
compared to convention single slope basin type stills. The higher water production rates are the
result of recycling the latent heat of condensation several times across the plate assembly, as seen
in Figure 3 (b) [95, 135, 136]. A recent study by Kaushal et al. involved modifying a conventional
single basin solar still to include multiple floating wicks in the basin, a vertical diffusion-based
module and a heat exchanger for recovering waste heat [137]. Their study found the water
production rate in the modified still was 21% higher than the unmodified still. The increased
performance was found to be the result of pre-heating feed water, higher convective heat transfer
and evaporation by wicks, and the multiple-effect diffusion stage. While a parametric study by
Tanaka et al. has found the performance of multiple-effect diffusion still coupled with a basin type
solar still was four times more productive than a conventional basin-type still and 40% more
productive than a traditional multiple-effect solar still. Their study also revealed productivity was
dependent on increasing ambient temperatures, minimal basin water volumes, the number of
plates and smaller air gaps between the individual plates in the diffusion still [138].
A number of studies have also shown multiple-effect based multi-wick solar thermal stills are not
only simple to construction and easier to maintenance, but they also have high water productivities
[59, 64]. Studies have also shown that double layered wicks are more efficient than single layered
wicks and higher operating temperatures improve the overall still performance [66, 70, 72]. In
addition, a study by Singh et al. found the thermal performance of the first effect was much higher
than the second effect of a double-effect multiple-wick solar still. And the thermal efficiency of the
still decreased with increasing saline flow rates [139]. While studies of multiple-effect stepped weir
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solar thermals stills have revealed regulating the airflow through vents in the first effect promotes
greater evaporation and condensation rates in the second effect [140]. Similarly, a study by Abdullah
et al. that investigated the performance of a stepped-weir solar still equipped with an air heater and
a glass cooling module. Their study found when both heating and glass cooling were applied, still
water productivity increased by 112% compared to the non-applied mode [121]. While a study by
Dastban et al. found the presence of paraffin wax (PCM) in a stepped-weir still improved its
performance by around 31% when compared to the still without wax [141].
2.2.2.2 Active Systems. Multiple-effect solar stills have been integrated with a wide variety of
evacuated tube collectors, solar collectors, solar ponds and heat exchanges. A number of studies
have shown the integration of evacuated tube collectors increases the performance of multipleeffect solar thermal stills [142, 143]. For instance, a study by Mahkamov et al. found the integration
of evacuated tube collectors to a multi-effect still could double its productivity compared to the still
without the tube collectors [144]. Similarly, a study by Kabeel et al. found incorporating evacuated
tube collectors into the feed-line increased water temperature and improved the performance of a
stepped-weir solar still by 57.3% compared to the still without collector tubes [145]. In addition, like
passive basin type solar stills, multiple-basins can be used to effectively generate multiple-effects
that involve vapour from one basin being condensed on the underside of another basin. Thus, the
resulting condensation releases heat to drive further evaporation in other basins. While a report by
Patel et al. studying the effects of coupling single sloped solar stills (single-basin or double-basin)
with evacuated glass tubes found the pre-heating effect increased water productivity in both still
types. With the double-basin still productivity being around 14.7% higher than the single-basin still
[146]. Similarly, a study by Deshmukh et al., with the inclusion of reflector mirrors, found the
productivity of a double-basin configuration was between 50.8 and 62.1 % higher when compared
to the single-basin configuration [147].
In an alternative study, Alaudeen et al. integrated an inclined flat plate collector into the feedline of a stepped-weir solar still and found a 16.36% improvement in performance when compared
to the still without the plate collector [148]. While in a study by El-samadony et al., which added an
external condenser and internal reflectors to a stepped-weir solar still, found water productivity
could be increased by 165% [149]. Moreover, a studies by Kumar et al. found the inclusion of PCMs
into a multiple-effect stepped- weir still could increase its productivity by as much as 35% [150, 151].
Table 1 presents a selection of solar thermal still types and their respective performance
enhancements when compared to the still without the added feature. Crucially, the performance of
active multiple-effect solar thermal stills, like other types of solar thermal stills, is heavily dependent
on environmental factors, design parameters and operational factors. For instance, several studies
have demonstrated the importance of water depth in governing both thermal performance and
water productivity [54, 152, 153]. The importance of these factors cannot be ignored, therefore,
these factors must be taken into account when designing and fabricating highly productive and
efficient solar thermal stills. To this end, the following section discusses the important factors that
influence the performance and water productivity of a solar thermal still.
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Table 1 A selection of solar thermal still types and performance enhancements.
Mode

Still type

Passive

Basin

Single effect

Basin
Basin
Basin
Wick

Active
Single effect

Cover cooling
Mirrors & Ext. Condenser
Mirrors
Basin Fins
Basin corrugations
Heat storage materials
black granite gravel
Inclusion of wicks

Stepped-weir

Series of weirs increase water surface area

Pyramidal
Hemispherical
basin

Inclusion of fan
flowing water over cover
Reflectors & sun tracking

Basin
basin

Passive

Basin
Basin

Multi-effect

Basin
Basin
Wick

Active
Multi-effect

Feature

Stepped-weir
Stepped-weir
Stepped-weir

Evacuated tubes collectors
Parabolic trough collector and heat
exchanger
Solar pond connected
Multi-basin and condenser
Lower water levels and energy storage
materials
Floating wicks, heat exchanger, diffusion
module
Enhanced wick orientation and material
Addition of paraffin wax (PCM)
Evacuated tube collectors in feed-line
Flat plate collector in feed-line

Enhancement

Ref.

34 to 42%
77%
70%
40%
21%

[44]
[49]
[50]
[51]
[52]

17 to 20 %
16 to 50%

[57]

20%

[77]

20%
34% to 42%
>50%

[86]
[44]
[108]

33.8%

[110]

18%

[113]

43.8%
62%

[119]
[130]

169.2%

[134]

21%

[137]

42%

[72]

31%
57.3%
16.36%

[141]
[145]
[148]

3. Factors Influencing Solar Thermal Still Performance
In spite of being an ideal and viable solution for generating high quality water from saline water,
solar thermal stills have a major disadvantage. This disadvantage is their low production rates
(ranging between 2 and 5 L/m2/day), which makes them less economically competitive when
compared to other desalination processes with much higher water production rates [154, 155]. The
factors influencing the performance of a solar thermal still can be grouped into three categories.
The categories include: 1) environmental factors; 2) design and fabrication factors, and 3)
operational factors. The categories and their respected factors are listed in Figure 4 and individually
discussed in in the following sections.
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Figure 4 Factors influencing the performance of a solar thermal still.

3.1 Environmental Factors
Environmental factors can directly influence the thermal efficiency and water productivity of a
solar thermal still. Solar irradiation is the most important factor, since the operational principle of a
solar thermal still is based on heating, evaporating saline water and condensing water vapor to
produce high quality water. Therefore, the performance of a solar thermal still is directly influenced
by the levels of solar radiation it receives [156]. Several studies have shown high levels of solar
irradiation increase still performance by producing larger temperature differences between the
basin water and the glass covering [157]. Thus, higher levels of solar irradiation, particularly at
optimal periods during the day, increase basin water temperatures and in turn increase evaporation
rates [32, 158]. Studies have also shown the importance of the transparent cover in transmitting
solar radiation and its ability to condense water vapor [159]. Moreover, factors like cloud cover and
surface contamination of the cover can significantly reduce the amount of solar radiation entering
the solar still [160]. In particular, studies have shown increasing levels of dust accumulation on the
cover can decrease the transmission of solar radiation by as much as 70% [161, 162]. Thus, covers
need to be regularly cleaned to promote maximum transmission.
Wind speed is an important factor because it cools the covering and promotes still productivity.
Studies have shown large temperature differences between the covering and basin water results in
improved air circulation within the still. Greater air circulation has been shown to improve
evaporation rates, increase condensation rates, and consequently promote larger water
productivities [163, 164]. Moreover, while studies have reported increasing wind velocities promote
still performance, other studies have shown obstacles preventing wind circulation around the still
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have an adverse effect on the still [157, 165]. Other environmental factors, which cannot be
controlled include ambient air temperature and the relative humidity of the surrounding
atmospheric air. Studies have shown increasing ambient air temperatures tend to increase solar still
performance [154, 166, 167]. While other studies have shown increasing amounts of atmospheric
humidity increase still productivity [164, 168].

3.2. Design and Fabrication Factors Contributing to Solar Thermal Still Productivity
To date, considerable research has gone into investigating the design factors governing the
performance of a solar thermal still. This is because it is only during the design stage that these
factors can be controlled, optimized and implemented during the fabrication of the still [42]. The
major design factors that have been investigated are listed in Figure 4 and Table 2. Numerous
studies have examined these factors and their influence on solar thermal still performance. With
the specific objectives of increasing evaporation and condensation rates, improving thermal
efficiencies and increasing water productivity rates [32, 169]. The following sections of this review
summarize the current state of research into optimizing these factors, and methods that have been
adopted to increase water productivity rates.
3.2.1. Water Surface Area Exposed to Evaporation and Water Depth
Several studies have shown solar thermal still evaporation rates and water production rates
increase with increasing exposure of water surface area to solar radiation [27, 167]. Over the years,
numerous methods were specifically developed to increase the surface area of water within the still.
Methods like including wicks, jute cloth, sponges, charcoal blocks, rubbers and floating surfaces
have improved evaporation rates by as much as 80% [60, 65, 101]. Interestingly, a study by AbuHijleh et al. found the inclusion of sponge cubes in a single-basin solar still dramatically increased
the evaporation rate and boosted water production by 273% when compared to a sponge free still
[55]. While a study by Kabeel et al. investigating the influence of both depth and width of trays in a
stepped solar still, found the most favorable tray size was 5 mm deep and 120 mm wide. The
optimized tray size increased still water production by 57.3% when compared to the unmodified
still [170]. The lower water depth in the trays is the reason why water productivity from stepped
stills is higher than single-basin stills [121, 146]. Similar studies have also found water depth an
important design factor, since lower water depths result in higher water temperatures [43, 171].
And higher water temperatures generate larger evaporation rates [80]. Thus, evaporation rates and
water productivity are both inversely proportional to water depth during the day time period.
However, during the night time period the opposite is true, since low water levels equate to less
heat being stored in the water. Therefore, solar stills with deeper water levels will have more heat
stored in the water mass. So during the night time period, stored heat is released, and the still
continues to produce water without any solar energy contribution [172].
3.2.2. Cover and Insulation
There are two functions of cover. Firstly, it should provide a cool surface for water vapor
condensation to place. Secondly it must allow solar irradiation to travel into the still. During still
operation, condensation forms on the underside of the cover, so the slope of the cover must be
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sufficient to facilitate droplet flow towards a collecting trough fitted along the entire length of the
cover, as seen in Figure 1. Importantly, the cover must also maximize the transmission of solar
energy, with minimal reflectance. And at the same time it must have sufficient insulation properties
to prevent excessive thermal radiation from the basin water escaping to the external environment
[108, 173]. In spite of the various cover designs (domes, bi-layered semi-sphere and arch
configurations), studies have shown the inclined flat glass cover is the most effective way of
producing water [45, 46]. Studies have also shown the water productivity of a single-sloped solar
still is higher than a double-sloped solar still in colder climates. But the opposite is true in warm
climates [39, 46]. In addition, the covers angle of slope also directly influences its productivity [93].
With studies showing larger cover slopes producing more condensate during winter than during
summer [32, 47]. Furthermore, studies have also shown flowing cooling water at uniform velocities
over the cover can improve condensate production levels by as much as 100% [44, 48].
The thermal efficiency of a solar thermal still can be improved by preventing heat losses to the
environment [174]. Thus, an important design parameter is the selection of suitable insulating
materials that can prevent heat escaping from the still [175]. Several studies have investigated the
performance of various insulating materials like saw dust, glass wool, Styrofoam, polyurethane,
fiber glass and nitrile rubber [59, 65, 110, 113, 176, 177]. In particular, a study by Hashim et al. has
reported insulating materials like air gaps, plywood, hay, and glass wool improved still water
productivity by 74%, 82%, 126%, and 130% respectively when compared to non-insulated stills [178].
All of these studies have highlighted the importance of using thick insulating materials with high
thermal resistances to promote higher thermal efficiencies and water productivities.
3.2.3. Additives and Thermal Storage Materials
In an effort to improve the thermal performance and overcome lower water production rates a
number of studies have focused on increasing the thermal capacity of the solar still system and
recovering the latent heat of condensation [40, 179]. Two methods for achieving these goals include
the addition of basin water additives and thermal storage materials into the still system [180-184].
Several studies have reported the addition of dyes into basin water can significantly improve still
performance. Since the introduction of a dye not only darkens the water, but it also increases the
amount of solar energy being absorbed by the basin water. Thus, increasing solar energy absorption
will result in more rapid water heating [154, 157]. Also, the addition of floating materials into basin
water like charcoal pieces has been found to improve still performance [101]. For instance,
Srivastava and Agrawal found the addition of floating blackened jute cloth absorbers in a singlebasin solar still significantly improved its performance. Their study found the resulting capillarity
effect present in the absorbers increased the surface area of basin water exposed to solar radiation.
The increased expose to solar radiation resulted in higher basin water temperatures and greater
evaporation rates. With water productivity levels increasing by 68% for clear days and 35% for
cloudy days [185]. Alternative studies have found fabricating the basin out of materials with
enhanced thermal properties can also improve still performance. For instance, materials like cement,
galvanized iron or aluminum sheeting, fiber reinforced plastics, black rubber, and gravels have been
used [87, 186]. Importantly, these materials not only encourage solar energy absorption, but their
high heat storage capacity also promotes longer evaporation rates. In addition, coating the basin
liner with photo-catalyst materials like CuO, PbO2 and MnO2 or painting the black can also enhance
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solar energy absorption [172, 187]. And in recent years, a wide range of new nanometer scale
materials have attracted considerable interest due to their unique thermo-physical properties. Their
use as additives, or as part of the solar still structure is currently being studied by several researchers
[188]. This new avenue of research will be discussed in more detail in section 4.
More traditional methods of improving performance also include installing finned or corrugated
basins to solar stills [51, 79]. For instance, the installation of fins into a basin can increase its
performance by 40%, while corrugated basins were found to have performance increases of around
21% [51]. A further study found the inclusion of floating sponges into a basin could improve still
performance by 60.4%. While basins fitted with fins only produced still improvements of around
76%. However, when both fins and sponges were installed into the basin, their combined
enhancement resulted in a still performance of around 96% [189]. A similar study also found basins
fitted with fins and containing both sponges and fine pebbles were capable of performance
improvements of around 98% [190]. While the incorporation of just a thermal storage material like
black granite gravel in a basin can increase water productivity of a still by as much as 20% [52]. Thus,
highlighting how important additives to the basin can be for improving still performance [191].
In recent years there has been number studies investigating the use of phase change materials
(PCM) as a method of improving the performance of several solar thermal still types [192, 193]. PCM
materials with melting temperatures between 50 and 80 °C are ideal for storing and releasing
thermal energy within a solar still [181, 194, 195]. During the day time period, large amounts of heat
is stored in the PCM. The during the night time period the stored heat is slowly released to maintain
water evaporation. Thus, effectively extending the operational period of the solar still beyond day
light hours. A variety of PCMs, their properties and costs, and their suitability for solar thermal still
applications have been evaluated in recent years [196]. For instance, a recent study by Al-harahsheh
et al. using a single basin solar still found sodium thiosulfate pentahydrate was a good PCM. And
that water productivity was significantly improved, with over 40% of the production being
generated after sunset [197]. Importantly, there is a greater temperature difference between basin
water and still cover during night time hours and this results in increased condensation rates [198].
Because the inclusion of a PCM in a solar still can promote greater evaporation and condensation
rates, many researchers have also incorporated other types of enhancements to further boost water
productivity [182, 199, 200]. For instance, Shalaby et al. has reported using paraffin wax (with a
melting point of 56 °C) as the PCM in a v-corrugated single-basin solar still. Their study revealed
daily water productivity of the still increased by 12% when compared to the still without the paraffin
wax [31]. While a study by El-Sebaii et al. using a single basin solar still incorporating stearic acid as
the PCM, found daily water production increased by 80.17% when compared to the still without
PCM [201].
3.2.4. Reflectors and Solar Tracking
Mirror reflectors are used to direct solar energy towards the solar still. Because more solar
radiation is directed towards the solar thermal still there is an increase in water productivity. For
instance, a study has found by replacing a single-basin with a stepped-basin, and installing reflecting
mirrors on all interior surfaces, the thermal performance of the still was increased by 30% [108].
And a study by Omara et al. found the performance of a stepped-weir still with reflecting mirrors
fitted on all of the vertical step could improve water productivity by 57% when compared to the
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non-mirrored still [202]. Studies have also shown the installation of external reflectors can also
improve solar still performance [203]. Similar studies have also investigated the feasibility of using
concave mirrors and parabolic trough collectors to direct solar energy to the solar still [204, 205].
While Monowe et al. have fitted an external reflector and an external condenser to a single-basin
solar still and found the combined arrangement improved water productivity by around 77% [49].
In addition, Tanaka has used a combination of internal and external reflectors to increase the water
productivity to between 70 and 100% for a single-basin still [50]. Similar studies for basin type solar
stills fitted with external reflectors and wicks have also shown significant improvements in their
water productivity rates [74, 206]. While modelling studies by Tanaka and Nakatake have shown
that fitting both internal and external reflectors to a single-basin solar still improves its year-round
average daily water productivity by 48% [207]. And in recent years several researchers have also
investigated the use of Fresnel lens to improve the performance of single-sloped and double-sloped
basin type solar stills [208, 209]. With a recent study by Johnson et al. reporting a 638%
improvement in water productivity for a single-basin solar still fitted with a Fresnel lens [210]. Other
researchers have investigated performance enhancements to solar thermal stills by using suntracking systems [211]. For instance a study by Eltawil and Zhengming investigating the efficiencies
of a combined solar still and inclined solar water distillation unit found when sun-tracking was
operational daily efficiencies improved. Efficiencies improved between 66.81 and 69.01% for the
solar still and between 57.08 to 62.38% for the inclined system [176].

3.3. Operational Factors
The optimal performance of a solar thermal still is dependent on operational factors like
orientation, maintenance and repair of the structure, and cleaning of both the basin (salt deposition)
and the cover (dust accumulation). The water productivity increases with greater amounts of solar
radiation entering the solar thermal still. The solar still needs to face towards the sun (adjusted for
latitude position), so that it receives the maximum amount of solar energy throughout the year
[186]. Crucially, the solar still is heavily dependent on its fixed position and orientation relative to
incident solar energy. So it is important that the optimal position and orientation in achieved [96].
During the design of a solar thermal still, the cost of materials must be considered in terms of
longevity. Because if improper materials are selected then corrosion issues can become a major
maintenance problem. The selection of corrosion free materials will improve system reliability and
prolong the operational life span of the still. Corrosion problems can be avoided by using high quality
materials like copper, stainless steel and fiber glass pipes and fittings during the fabrication still [212,
213]. The selection of good quality materials is important, since carrying out regular maintenance
in remote and rural locations may not be possible. For instance, corrosion can occur when the basin
is being filled with saline water or discharged during cleaning operations. There are two methods of
supplying saline water to the basin. The first is the static method and involves filling the basin once
a day. The second method is the dynamic method and involves intermittently filling the basin during
the day [75, 187]. Corrosion resulting from this daily process can be avoided if fiber glass reinforced
plastic piping is used [213].
During solar still operation undesirable salts and minerals are deposited on the basin liner. And
in many cases algae also forms on the surface of basin water [214]. Therefore, an important
operational procedure is to regularly clean the basin. This can be done by daily flushing of the basin
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or by using dilute non-toxic acid solutions to remove mineral build-ups. However, if the basin is
intermittently or continuously filled, dissolved solids and impurities maybe flushed and in this case
the frequency of cleaning will be reduced. Another operational factor that needs to be considered
is the negative impact resulting from the discharge of basin mineral deposits, pre-treatment
chemicals and cleaning materials into the environment [215]. Since, these waste materials can have
detrimental effects on both fauna and flora, as well contaminate soils and ground waters [216, 217].
Also, after long periods of operation the solar still cover needs cleaning. On the inside of the still,
the cover becomes coated with a thin layer of particulates. This layer reduces the amount of solar
energy entering the still and also reduces the flow of condensate to the collection troughs within
the solar still [47]. On the outside, dust accumulates over the cover and reduces the amount of solar
energy entering the still. Thus, the water productivity of solar still decreases with increasing levels
of dust accumulation. Therefore, cover cleaning needs to be carried out on a regular basis to
maintain the optimal performance of the solar thermal still all year round.
Section 3 has summarized the factors that influence the thermal efficiency and water
productivity of a solar thermal still. The three categories of factors included environmental, design
and fabrication, and operational parameters. Environmental factors that directly influenced water
productivity of a solar still were found to be the amount of solar energy captured, ambient air
temperature, relatively humidity and wind speed. Several design and fabrication factors were also
found to play an important role in influencing the performance of a solar still. Each of these factors
and their respective effects were summarized, with factors and key effects being listed in Table 2.
In addition, operational factors influencing the operation of the solar thermal still were discussed,
with important operational parameters being listed in Table 2.
Table 2 Summary of environmental, design & fabrication and operational factors
influencing a solar thermal stills performance.
Category

Factor

Environmental

Solar irradiation
Dust accumulation
Wind velocity
Ambient air temperature

Design
Fabrication

&

Key Effect
Increasing solar energy increases evaporation
rates
Increasing dust levels reduces solar
transmission through cover
Moderate wind velocities promotes still
productivity,
increasing ambient air temperatures increase
still productivity

Ref.
[158]
[162]
[165]
[167]

Relative humidity

Increasing humidity increases still productivity

Water surface area

increasing water surface area promotes greater
[167]
evaporation

Water depth

Increasing water depth lowers evaporation rate [171]

Cover configuration
Cover transmittance

[168]

Flat glass cover is the most effective way of
[45]
producing water
Maximize
transmittance
and
minimal
[108]
reflectance.
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Operational

Cover slope

Inclination equal to a latitude angle will receive
consistent solar radiation over year

[93]

Insulating materials

Wide range to select from

[172]

Thermal resistance

Use materials with high thermal resistance

[174]

Insulation thickness

Insulation
thickness
productivity

[178]

Addition of dyes

Dyes in basin water increases thermal efficiency [101]

Addition of nanoparticles

Increase volumetric heating of water

[218]

Incorporation of floats

Increase water surface area of basin

[185]

Enhanced materials

Improve thermal capacity of still

[186]

Basin surface coatings

Coatings improve solar radiation adsorption

[187]

Fins & corrugations

Improves basin thermal efficiency

[190]

Phase Change Materials

Extends evaporation rates into the night

[201]

Int./Ext. reflectors

Directs more solar energy into the still

[203]

Parabolic & Fresnel lens

Concentrates solar energy input to the still

[210]

Solar tracking systems

Directs still to sun, hence more solar energy
[176]
input

Orientation of solar still

Optimal position and orientation for maximum
[186]
solar energy input all year round

improves

water

Regularly clean basin and Reduces salt deposits in basin and removes dust
[157]
cover
from cover increases transmittance
Carry
out
maintenance

regular Regular maintenance maintains the still for
optimal performance all year round

4. New Approaches and Advanced Materials
Solar thermal desalination is a straightforward and appealing due to its eco-friendly approach
that only relies on solar energy to drive the process [26, 28, 105]. However, as mentioned earlier,
solar thermal desalination technologies have lower thermal efficiencies and lower water production
rates compared to other forms of desalination. The low performance results from heat being
transferred into the water volume and not being directly used in the evaporation process. However,
in recent years solar thermal desalination has attracted considerable interest due to the
development of new nanometer scale materials, enhanced phase change materials and innovative
interfacial heating systems. In this section, we summarize these recently developed materials and
approaches for improving evaporation rates in solar thermal desalination systems. In the first part,
we discuss the use of plasmonic nanoparticles (volumetric absorbers) to improve evaporation
through the efficient photothermal conversion of solar energy [218, 219]. In the second part, we
discuss the performance enhancement produced when nanometer scale materials are incorporated
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into phase change materials (PCMs) [220]. And in the third part, we discuss interfacial solar
evaporation systems that are designed to localize solar irradiation at the air-water interface and
increase evaporation rates [221]. Importantly, each of these new approaches can significantly
improve evaporation rates under one-sun illumination. Furthermore, each of these new approaches
is an attractive desalination strategy, especial if combined with conventional solar thermal still
configurations.

4.1. Volumetric Absorbers for Water Vapor Generation
As mentioned earlier, heat transfer into the water volume is not fully utilized in the evaporation
process. A recently developed method for overcoming this problem is to use volumetric absorbers.
These absorbers are photothermal materials capable of absorbing incident light over a wide range
of the solar spectrum. The absorbed light is converted into thermal heat by photoexcitation. This
photothermal effect can be widely seen in various nanometer scale materials that exhibit strong
light absorption properties and high light-to-heat conversion rates. In this method nanometer scale
particles are suspended in the basin water (nanofluid) to improve its heat transfer properties and
evaporation rate, as seen in Figure 5 [34, 222]. Nanoparticles are small clusters of tightly packed
atoms that are typically less than 100 nm in one dimension. At this scale, many nanomaterials are
highly polarizable and strongly interact with incident electromagnetic (light) radiation. And when
the frequency of incident light and the natural frequency of electrons present on the surface of the
nanoparticle match, it produces an excitation resonance or plasmon. The collective excitation of the
electrons generates localized heating around the nanoparticle [223]. Thus, in the context of a solar
thermal system, incident solar energy is absorbed by the nanofluid and excites the nanoparticles.
For each nanoparticle, the resulting plasmon heats a thin layer of water (particle-liquid interface) to
boiling. The resulting vapor formation nucleates a bubble [224]. As heating continues, the low
thermal conductivity of the forming vapor prevents heating of the surrounding bulk water, and as a
consequence the bubble grows in size. Bubble growth continues until a critical size is reached. At
this point, the resulting buoyancy force causes the bubble to migrate to the water-air interface [225].
On reaching the water-air interface, only the vapor escapes and the nanoparticle once again
undergoes the vapor generation cycle [226]. Critically, during the vapor generation cycle,
evaporation occurs at temperatures well below the boiling point of water [227]. Furthermore,
studies have also shown evaporation rates can be further improved by localized nanoparticle light
scattering in regions close to the water-air interface [228, 229]. However, if nanoparticle
concentrations become large, the resulting back scattering of solar radiation at the water-air
interface becomes problematic. Since the resulting backscatter can significantly reduce the amount
of solar radiation entering the nanofluid. Therefore, nanofluids composed of low concentrations of
nanoparticles will permit larger amounts of solar energy to propagate, which in-turn will promote
greater numbers of light-matter interactions to take place. Importantly, low concentrations also
mean these interactions will take place well below the water-air interface. Thus, highlighting the
importance of nanofluid depth as a critical factor in the design of a solar thermal system.
Studies have investigated a wide variety of nanoparticle types for suspension in aqueous-based
solutions [226, 230]. Several researchers have reported conversion efficiencies as large as 80%, with
the remaining incident solar radiation being lost to the water bulk [226, 227, 230]. Typical material
types evaluated for nanoparticle-based vapor generation include noble metals, metal oxides, core-
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shell and carbon-based. For instance, when gold (Au) nanoparticles were suspended in aqueous
solutions and illuminated, they were found to efficiently convert solar irradiation to heat [231, 232].
Studies have also shown higher solar thermal conversion efficiencies can be achieved under higher
solar concentrations. For example, a recent study by Amjad et al. found it possible to achieve a solar
thermal conversion efficiency of 95% using a water-based Au nanofluid (composed of 0.04 wt. % of
Au nanoparticles). During the study, the nanofluid was used to generate steam when exposed to a
solar irradiation level that was equivalent to 280 suns [233]. Similarly, Jin et al. found a water-based
Au nanofluid (composed of 12.75 ppm Au nanoparticles) achieved a solar thermal conversion
efficiency of 80.3% under a solar irradiation level that was equivalent to 220 suns [232].
Alternatively, other researchers have investigated the use of various core-shell type nanoparticles
to generate water vapor under normal solar irradiation levels [229]. For instance, when exposed to
one sun solar irradiation, the pressure above an aqueous-based nanofluid containing SiO2/Au nanoshells was found to increase within 5 s. Thus, confirming the generation of water vapor above the
air-water interface [226]. Likewise, when exposed to solar irradiation, water vapor was generated
above an aqueous-based nanofluid containing hollow nano-shells composed of an Ag/Au alloy [234].
Metal oxide nanoparticles have also attracted the interest of several researchers. For instance, a
study by Kabeel et al. focused on increasing solar thermal still water productivity by incorporating
metal oxide nanoparticles into its basin water. Their study investigated two types of metal oxide
nanoparticles, the first being cuprous oxide and the second being aluminum oxide. Their results
revealed the addition of cuprous oxide nanoparticles increased water productivity by 133.6% and
when aluminum oxide nanoparticles were tested water productivity increased by 125% [235].
Similarly, a study by Wang et al. has found Ti2O3 nanoparticles, which possess strong light absorption
properties, have the potential to be used in solar desalination and purification applications [236].
Recent studies have also shown a wide variety of carbon-based materials like graphite, graphene,
graphene oxide and carbon nanotubes have excellent broadband solar absorbance properties due
to their sp2-hybridized carbon atomic structure and π-band optical transitions [237]. For instance,
when an aqueous-based nanofluid composed of carbon (N115) nanoparticles was exposed to solar
radiation, it immediately generated water vapor above its air-water interface [226]. Similar studies
of other aqueous-based nanofluids containing carbon materials like carbon black, graphitized
carbon, and graphene have all been found to generated significant amounts of water vapor [218,
238-241]. However, no matter what type of nanoparticle is used to produce a nanofluid,
nanoparticle concentration is an important factor. Since high concentrations will prevent the
propagation of solar radiation within the nanofluid. In addition, high concentrations also lead to
nanoparticle agglomeration and greater nanofluid instability [242].

4.2. Enhancing the Thermal Properties of Phase Change Materials with Nanoparticles
A major disadvantage of relying on solar irradiation for the operation of a solar thermal system
is its intermittency. For instance, under cloudy conditions solar irradiation levels are low, and during
the night-time period it is not available. Hence, incorporating a thermal energy storage unit within
a solar thermal system can assist in maintaining water productivity during periods when solar
irradiation is not available [243]. One strategy for storing energy is via the latent heat method. In
this method, heat generated from solar irradiation changes the enthalpy of a storage material.
During the heating period a phase change process takes place. Phase change materials (PCMs) can
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store large quantities of heat, which can be released during periods when solar irradiation is not
available [244]. Traditional PCMs like paraffin, organic esters and n-eicosane have poor thermal
conductivities (0.2 to 0.7 Wm-1K-1), which limits their heat transfer efficiency [245]. However, several
recent studies have reported the use of dispersed thermally conductive nanomaterial structures
being combined with traditional PCMs to improve their thermal performance [220, 246, 247].
Typical nanomaterials investigated include metals (e.g. Au, Ag, Cu), metal oxides (e.g. Al2O3, CuO,
MgO, TiO2, ZnO) and carbons (e.g. carbon, graphene, graphite) [248, 249]. For instance, a study by
Parameshwaran et al. has found the addition of Ag nanoparticles (10–18 nm and 5.0 wt. %) into an
organic ester produced a 67% improvement in thermal conductivity [250]. While a similar study by
Deng et al. has have found the addition of Ag nanowires (dia. of 50–100 nm, and length of 5–20 μm,
and 19.3 wt. %) into polyethylene glycol produces an incredible 1130% improvement in thermal
conductivity [251]. In addition, other studies have reported similar thermal conductivity
improvements for a variety of PCMs [252]. For instance, a study by Cui et al. found the addition of
copper nanoparticles (10–30 nm and 0.5 wt. %) into sodium acetate trihydrate increased the PCMs
thermal conductivity by 25% [253]. And a study by Rufuss et al. found the addition of copper oxide
nanoparticles (40 nm, 0.3 wt. %) into paraffin wax produced a 25% increase in its thermal
conductivity [254]. Similarly, a study by Yang et al. found the addition of Si3N4 nanoparticles (at 10
wt. %) into paraffin increased its thermal conductivity by 35% and increased its thermal diffusivity
by 47%. Thus, confirming the performance enhancement of the PCM [255]. Other studies have also
found the addition of metal oxide nanoparticles like TiO2 and Al2O3 can also improve the thermal
conductivity of a PCM. For instance, Sharma et al. have found the addition of TiO2 nanoparticles (21
nm, 5.0 wt. %) into palmitic acid improved its thermal conductivity by 80% [256]. While a study by
Nourani et al. found the inclusion of Al2O3 nanoparticles (10–20 nm, 10.0 wt. %) into paraffin wax
improved its thermal conductivity by 43% [257]. And in recent years several carbon-based materials
like graphite, graphene, and carbon nanotubes have also been used to enhance the thermal
conductivity of PCMs like paraffin wax, n-eicosane/silica and palmitic acid [258-263]. For instance,
as study by Karaipekli et al. found the addition of carbon nanotubes (dia. 6–9 nm, length 5 µm, 1.0
wt. %) into n-eicosane increased its thermal conductivity by 113% [264]. While a study by Li found
the inclusion of graphite nano-platelets (dia. 15 µm, length 35 nm, 10.0 wt.%) in paraffin wax
improved its thermal conductivity by 167% [265]. Moreover, a study by Fang et al. found the
addition of graphene nano-platelets (4-20 nm thick, 10.0 wt. %) into n-eicosane impressively
improved its thermal conductivity by 400% [266].
Each of the abovementioned studies have demonstrated the advantage of dispersing thermally
conductive nanomaterials into pure PCMs as an effective method for improving their thermal
performance. Thus, improvements in the thermal conductivity of PCMs translates into an increase
in their effectiveness as a thermal energy storage unit. Studies have also found the inclusion of small
concentrations of nanomaterials can also improve solidification, melting rates, phase change
process and heat storage rate. Importantly, the studies have also shown the performance of the
nanomaterial in the PCM is dependent on its thermal conductivity and aspect ratio [245, 267].
Importantly, studies have shown carbon-based nanomaterials (carbon nanotubes and graphene)
are the best thermal conductivity improvers for the enhancement for PCMs [268-270]. However,
studies have also reported discrepancies between simulation studies and experimental
measurements. For instance, studies have shown significant discrepancies between thermal
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conductivity and viscosity [271-273]. Therefore, further research into developing new empirical
models for determining the thermo-physical properties of nanomaterial enhanced PCMs is needed.

Figure 5 The addition of nanomaterials to enhance photothermal properties of basin
water.

4.3. Floating Solar Absorbers for Water Vapor Generation
In recent years research has focused on developing interfacial (floating) solar evaporation
systems for desalinating saline water [25, 274]. Unlike conventional solar thermal stills, a solar
evaporation system has a photothermal absorber located on the water-air interface. Thus, ensuring
water located at the interface is heated rather than the surrounding bulk water. This type of design
configuration has been found to significantly increase photothermal efficiency [275]. A typical
design consists of several components that include an absorber and support substrate, incident
solar energy, saline water reservoir, water vapor and collector, as seen in Figure 6. The incident solar
irradiation is collected, absorbed and converted into heat by the absorber. The underlying support
substrate, with vertically aligned water channels, permits the upward passage of saline water via
capillary forces [276]. On reaching the upper surface of the absorber, the saline water is rapidly
heated and evaporated. This process is continuous if the absorber is exposed to sunlight and
supplied with saline feed water. The evaporation efficiency of this process is less than 100%, due to
the absorber losing heat to the environment as seen in Figure 6. However, in recent years the
evaporation efficiency has steadily increased to around 85% due to the development of new
photothermal materials and innovative system designs [24, 277, 278]. Thus, making interfacial solar
evaporation a very attractive eco-friendly method for generating high quality drinking water
without contributing to global warming and pollution [279-281].
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Figure 6 Schematic representation of an interfacial solar evaporation system.
The most important component of an interfacial solar evaporation system is the double-layered
absorber and underlying support substrate. Crucially, the evaporation efficiency of the
absorber/substrate is heavily dependent on its properties. Absorbers must be photothermal
materials with high light absorption properties across the solar spectrum and superior light-to-heat
conversion rates. While substrates must be good thermal insulators with excellent water
transporting properties. Therefore to be effective vapor generator, absorbers must have the
following important properties: 1) absorb light across a wide range of wavelengths (380 to 2500 nm)
and have a high-efficiency light-to-heat conversion; 2) capable of confining the generated heat to
the evaporative surface for maximum evaporation and minimizing heat losses to the environment;
and 3) the porous substrate should have good interface wettability and a well-designed structure
for achieving continuous and efficient water transport form the underlying saline water reservoir to
the upper evaporative surface [282, 284]. However, achieving optimal outcomes for all these
properties is challenging. For instance, the substrate can have a well-developed water-pathway for
promoting a strong capillary effect. But when the water-pathways are filled, thermal conductivity
of the substrate increases and more heat is conducted to the underlying saline water reservoir. To
avoid this situation, some studies have examined methods of separating the thermal insulation
structure from the water-pathway structure to reduce heat losses and promote higher evaporation
rates [285, 286].
Several studies have also investigated incorporating various nanomaterials and/or fabrication
strategies to improve light absorption and/or light-to-heat conversion rates. Ideally, a light absorber
should absorb as much solar energy as possible across the entire solar spectrum. To achieve this
goal, several studies have investigated two methods of increasing light absorption in the visible and
near-infrared regions of the spectrum. The first method involves incorporating metallic
nanoparticles into an absorber to increase light adsorption. For instance, both Au and Al
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nanoparticles have been incorporated into free-floating plasmonic films, and both Au and Ti
nanoparticles have been included in porous absorbers [287-290]. While the second method uses
lithographic techniques to generate nanometer scale structures over the absorber surface. These
surface features can be roughening, patterning or straight pores. Each of these surface features are
designed to increase light adsorption via multi-scattering effects [291]. However, top-down
lithographic techniques for fabricating these features are technologically challenging and are
currently not cost effective.
Alternatively, carbon materials have been studied for potential use as absorbers in solar
evaporation systems due to their high light absorption across a wide range of wavelengths. Typically,
most natural surfaces like tree leaves and wood have solar absorptivity’s of less than 55% [292].
While carbon materials like carbon black, graphite, graphene oxide and carbon nanotubes, have
solar absorptivity’s greater than 90% [293, 294]. The high absorptivity’s of carbon materials is due
to optical transitions that result from excited electrons moving from the π orbital to π* orbital [295].
These optically excited electrons quickly convert their energy into heat via lattice vibrations within
the material. Carbon materials, like carbon black [296], graphite [32, 297], graphene [298, 299],
graphene oxide [300, 301] and carbon nanotubes [302, 303] have all proven to be photothermal
materials suitable for use as solar absorbers. Moreover, natural organic materials and structures,
such as trees, wood stems, mushrooms, grass, cotton, and other plant materials, can be carbonized
to become practical solar absorber materials [304-307].
Another important feature of a solar evaporation system is the underlying substrate material.
Ideally, the substrate needs to have a low thermal conductivity to maximize its thermal insulation
and a porous structure to maximize the flow of water to the evaporation zone. Based on these
requirements, several studies have examined a wide variety of materials for potential use as
substrates. Commercially available thermal insulators, like polystyrene and polyurethane forms,
have been extensively used in interfacial solar evaporators [308, 309]. Several other materials, like
air-laid paper, silicon dioxide aerogels, alumina membranes, graphene oxide aerogels and carbon
nanotubes, have also been investigated and found to be efficient substrates [282, 289, 294, 310,
311]. In particular, studies have investigated using natural materials like cellulose for producing
foam substrates [312]. Plant-based materials are hydrophilic and multi-channeled so that water can
freely travel from the roots to the leaves. And because of this ideal structure there has been
extensive research into using natural materials or replicating these materials to make artificial
substrates [313, 314].
Natural wood is predominantly composed of cellulose, it is hydrophilic, it has well-aligned vertical
water channels and has a low thermal conductivity. In fact, it possesses all the properties needed
for an efficient substrate. Because of these features, several studies have focused on using wood as
a substrate material [315-317]. Typically, a wood absorber/substrate is made by first cutting suitably
sized blocks with the water channels orientated vertically. Then the upper surface is carbonized
using a hot plate in air. The resulting rough black carbonized thin layer has an extremely high light
absorption of around 95% [295]. However, for other natural materials, like mushrooms, a tubefurnace and a protective gas atmosphere is used for the carbonization process [305]. When the
bilayer wood-based absorber/substrate is placed in a saline water reservoir and illuminated by
incident light, it quickly heats up and starts evaporating water, as seen in Figure 6. The underlying
water channels in the substrate ensure a continuous supply of saline water from the reservoir to
the upper evaporative surface via capillary action [318]. The non-carbonized surfaces of the wood
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substrate act as a thermal insulator to reduce the loss of generated heat to the saline water reservoir
and surrounding environment, as seen in Figure 6. An intriguing result of surface carbonization is its
increased resistance to decay when compared to the non-carbonized surfaces [319]. In addition,
carbonized wood also has longer survivability than non-carbonized wood when exposure to aquatic
environments [320]. Another intriguing development, apart from hot plate carbonization, is coating
the upper surface of the absorber with photothermal materials like graphite, graphene oxide,
carbon nanotubes and plasmonic nanoparticle coatings as a method of improving evaporative
performance [313, 321-324].

4.4. Challenges and Future Perspective
Solar thermal desalination has made remarkable progress in the past decade. Improving design
configurations, enhanced design & fabrication parameters and optimized operational factors have
all contributed to improving thermal efficiency and water productivity. However, it has been the
remarkable progress made in developing new photothermal/substrate materials that has had the
greatest impact. Moreover, using solar evaporation is the most promising eco-friendly and zero
carbon footprint technologies for producing high quality water [277, 325]. However, despite the
recent advances made in solar evaporation, there are both fundamental research and practical
challenges that need to be explored before this technology can be used for large-scale desalination.
Major factors contributing to the overall performance of solar thermal systems is their long-term
stability against the water source and the local environment. The water source may come from
ground water, industrially contaminated water, river water or seawater. Each of these water
sources has particular challenges. For instance, the presence of bacteria and other microbial
organisms in the source water can cause biofilm formation within the solar device and reduce its
performance over time. Similarly, heat, photothermal degradation due to ultraviolet light and
weathering of structures can all reduce overall performance of the facility [25, 314]. Thus, further
materials engineering research is needed to investigate water/structure surface chemistries, and
then develop appropriate protective coatings. In addition, some water sources maybe
contaminated with volatile organic components which might evaporate with the water during
processing, and then condense with the condensate to produce low quality water. In this case, new
methods of detecting, handling and processing these contaminants is needed to prevent
contamination of the output water product. Furthermore, if nanoparticles are used in the solar
evaporation system, then suitable nanoparticle surface coatings are needed to overcome their
highly reactive nature and maintain their chemical stability [275].
Another important challenge arises from the accumulation salt during the continuous generation
of vapor at the heating surface of an interfacial solar evaporation system. During normal operation
two problems occur. The first problem comes from the accumulation of salt, which forms a layer
over the heating surface. Unfortunately, the resulting salt layer reflects incident solar irradiation
and reduces the solar-thermal conversion rate [326]. The second problem is more serious, the
accumulating salt blocks the water pathways and dramatically reduces the evaporation rate [313].
At present the only two effective methods for removing salt blockages are physical removal and
backwashing. Both methods are undesirable, since they both require taking the solar evaporation
system off-line. In both cases, system downtime increases, operational costs increase and lost water
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productivity. Thus, solar absorbers with salt rejection properties are needed to overcome this
problem.
Despite the advances made in developing new materials and designs for solar thermal
evaporation, there needs to be a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms and processes
involved. For instance, many studies have focused on vapor generation under solar radiation [291,
324]. However, vapor generation can only be achieved with efficient light to heat conversion rates,
effective water transportation and favorable thermal diffusion processes. Therefore, a fundamental
understanding of the dynamic processes involved is needed, so that the most effective strategies
can be achieved for optimal performance. For example, thermal diffusion (conduction, convection
and radiation) through the absorber/substrate needs to be fully investigated. Especially, developing
methods for reducing heat losses from the absorber/substrate assembly. While water transport
properties and physical properties of the substrate also need to be quantified. Surface properties
like wettability need also to be further investigated so the most water compatible materials can be
identified and used. Also, protective treatments to prevent bio-fouling of the pores in the underside
of the substrate are also needed. Moreover, substrate physical properties like porosity, pore size,
pore structure and tortuosity need to be quantified so that water transport behavior can be fully
explained. To complement these additional experimental studies, there is also a need for simulation
studies to assist with gaining a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms and behaviors
of light/heat transfers, water transport and thermal diffusion through the absorber/substrate
structure.
To achieve a successful outcome, more work is needed to determine the effectiveness of this
technology. The recent results of interfacial solar evaporation systems are encouraging, but data
regarding cost and scalability is needed before practical applications are possible [327]. Generally,
low water production levels of traditional solar thermal systems have made the competitiveness of
this technology challenging. From a system point of view, low capital cost and ease of maintenance
are important factors, which make this technology attractive for producing high quality water for
individual households or supplying water to small communities in remote regions. However, studies
have not fully addressed problems associated with increasing scalability, manufacturing costs and
operational costs. Recent studies of processes like interfacial solar evaporation have demonstrated
the potential to significantly improve thermal efficiency and water productivity. But greater focus
on developing larger scalability and cost competitiveness strategies for these innovative materials,
processes and structures is needed. Therefore, further studies into these strategies are needed to
make solar desalination more competitive in the market place.
Another major challenge facing all desalination processes, not just solar desalination, is their
environmental impact. But unlike other forms of desalination, solar desalination doesn’t generate
or release greenhouse gases to the atmosphere. Since all the energy needed to drive the solar
desalination process comes from the sun [2]. However, like all other forms of desalination, solar
desalination does discharge brine into the environment [328]. In 2019 global brine discharges were
estimated to be around 51.7 billion cubic meters annually [329]. Importantly, factors like pH, salinity,
temperature, heavy metals, residual chemicals and reactions byproducts from feed water
treatments contribute to the overall toxicity of brine discharges [330, 331]. For instance, studies
have shown higher salinity levels and increased water temperatures are present around discharge
points and produce a detrimental impact on the local marine ecosystem [332, 334]. Thus, making
brine discharges a serious environmental problem. On the other hand, a recent study by Elsaid et
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al. found the use of mitigation and control strategies that incorporated specific design criteria and
system improvements in conventional desalination processes could significantly reduce the
environmental impact of brine discharges [334]. Therefore, further studies into mitigation and
control strategies specifically designed for solar desalination processes is also needed to reduce the
impact of brine discharges into the local environment.
5. Conclusion
The present review has provided an overview of the recent progress made towards developing
solar thermal processes for producing high quality water. Solar energy is both abundant and
renewable. It can provide the energy needed to drive an eco-friendly process with a zero carbon
footprint. Generally, solar thermal stills produce relatively low water productivity levels compared
to conventional fossil fuel dependent desalination systems. Due to low water productivity levels,
recent research into solar desalination has focused on improving water productivity and thermal
performance in order to improve its competitiveness. In the past decade several achievements have
been made towards improving the performance of solar thermal systems and in the development
new photothermal and substrate materials. The first part of the review summarized the various
solar thermal still designs, and the environmental conditions, design & fabrication parameters and
operational factors that influence their performance. Environmental conditions cannot be
controlled, but design & fabrication parameters and operational parameters can be adjusted to
optimize system performance. The review found factors like large evaporation and condensation
surface areas, lower water levels, higher basin water temperatures, minimizing heat losses and
cooling covers increased water productivity and thermal efficiency.
The review also summarized recent research into advance materials for improving the solar
evaporation via nanometer scale materials and thermal energy storage via PCMs. Plasmonic
nanoparticles used in volumetric systems displayed strong light absorption and high light-to-heat
conversion rates which generated significant amounts of heat. While the addition of nanomaterials
into PCMs was found to enhance their thermal performance. In addition, recently developed
interfacial (floating) solar evaporation systems incorporating new photothermal absorbers and
substrate materials. These absorbers display high light absorption properties, while their supporting
substrates display unique water transportation behavior and thermal properties. Each of these new
and emerging technologies can dramatically increase evaporation rates. However, a number of
challenges, like long-term nanoparticle stability, material degradation and salt accumulation,
remain and require further study to make these eco-friendly and sustainable solar desalination
technologies possible.
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